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Hi !
Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year! Thank you so much for your support,
comments, and opinions throughout the year. We truly have learned a lot from
each other. Once again, I wish you good health and a great, successful, and
prosperous year.
Below is my bi-weekly China Insights Newsletter Issue 54.
Ashley
1. CERTIFICATE COURSES

Getting Ready For
2022
Trainer: Ashley Dudarenok
Set your marketing and ecommerce teams up for
success in China for 2022 with
this masterclass in November.
(Get access)

How to Win Through
Live-Streaming in
China in 2021
(Video Course)

China E-commerce
and Marketing
Planning (Video
Course)

Trainer: Ashley Dudarenok

Trainers: Ashley Dudarenok

If you work in/with China in
2021, mastering livestreaming for marketing and
sales is essential and this
edition of ChoZan’s China
Masterclass is here to get you
up to speed. (Get access)

Learn about the latest
changes in Chinese consumer
behaviour and e-commerce
habits from the most recent
618 case studies. Bring your
China e-commerce presence
to the next level in 2021. (Get
access)

2. FREE WEBINARS
Conference - Wealth and Society China 2021 (December 22nd)
Despite economic damage brought about by the COVID-19 pandemic in 2020, high net worth
(HNW) individuals (i.e. USD millionaires) are increasingly dominant in terms of total wealth
ownership and their share of global wealth. It now numbers 56 million, or 1.1% of all adults, who
own 45.8% of household wealth, $191.6 trillion. (Wealth&Society - December 22nd)

3. FEATURED VIDEOS YOU MUST SEE

China’s Changing
Regulatory Environment:
What You Need to Know Ashley's Digital China
Week 5

996 in China: Consumption
Behaviours and the
Oﬃcial "996 Ban" Ashley's Digital China
Week 4

Ashley talks about China’s changing
regulatory environment and what it
means for market players. China is
planning to tear down the walled
gardens in order to promote
connectivity among internet platforms.
It’s generally agreed that both the
competition and partnerships among
tech giants stimulates tech
development and growth. (Click to
watch)

‘996’ is China’s version of the Hustle
Culture, endorsed by Alibaba’s founder
Jack Ma. The number refers to when
one is expected to work from 9am to
9pm, for 6 days a week. In this video,
Ashley will talk about consumption
behaviors shaped by this toxic culture
and further discuss the impact of the
“996 ban” that was oﬃcially announced
this year in August. (Click to watch)

Subscribe to Ashley’s YouTube channel to get daily insights about Chinese consumers, New Retail,
technology and marketing best practices. (Ashley Dudarenok’s YouTube Channel)

4. MARKET ANALYSIS AND REPORTS

REPORTS
KPMG - China Economic Monitor: Q4 2021
China’s economy continues its recovery but the pace has slowed down. China’s GDP grew 4.9% in
Q3 year-over-year, moderating from 7.9% in Q2. (Get your copy)

Deloitte- 5G empowers smart electricity to drive business model
innovation
The report reveals that 5G will empower smart electricity and integrate three value creation
channels – conventional power services optimization, data-driven services, and energy
consumption upgrading. (Get your copy)

PWC China Economic Quarterly Q3 2021
China’s GDP growth slowed to 4.9% in Q3, but still grew by 9.8% in the ﬁrst three quarters, as the
lingering pandemic exerts downward pressure. (Get your copy)

(In Chinese) Questmobile 2021 Silver Economic Insight Report
This report analyzed the internet usage and consumption habits of the silver-haired generation.
(Get your copy)

ANALYSIS
China Travel Market Monitor: November 2021 Survey Results
Despite limitations around outbound travel and safety concerns around COVID, Chinese
consumers’ desire for travel persists. Preferences for destinations remain strong despite
relatively low safety perceptions. (Dragon Trail Interactive)

The Beer Market in China is the Fastest Growing in the World

Beer occupies an important position in the alcoholic beverage industry, and China is the world’s
largest producer of beer. According to Statista, China produced 341.11 million hectolitres of beer
in 2020, around 1.6 times more than the United States. (Daxue Consulting)

China Tightens Control on Whitening Ingredients in Cosmetics
In a sweeping eﬀort to regulate China’s burgeoning cosmetics market promising fairer and
brighter skin tones, the country’s drug regulator is clamping down on the misuse of one particular
whitening agent used in such products. (Six Tones)

Digital Currency, VR, and Green Tech at 2022 Winter Olympics in
Beijing
When Beijing hosted the Summer Olympics back in 2008, one of the three stated visions for the
event was to create a “High-Tech Olympics,” with more than 400 million USD of the 2 billion USD
budget dedicated to science and technology projects. (RADII)

China in the Metaverse Race – An Interview with Alvin Graylin
The Metaverse is taking the world by storm and the second-largest economy, China, naturally
shows no intention of missing out on the hype. However, given that the digital landscape in China
has already shown its own characters, what would the making of the Metaverse be like in China?
(Dao Insights)

5. CONSUMER INSIGHTS

How Young Consumers and
Lower - Tier Cities are Shaping
China’s Jewelry Market

Break dancing – A New Ticket
for Sports Brands to China’s
Gen Z?

In 2019, China’s jewelry market accounted for
32.44% of the world’s overall market,
vaunting a year-on-year increase of 7.7%,
while the global market suﬀered a 1.4% drop.
Jewelry sales in China mostly followed the
household disposable income which has been
growing relentlessly since 2010, leading the
best-oﬀ class to increase elevenfold between
2010 and 2020. (Daxue Consulting)

China is quickly catching up on sports that
were once stereotyped thanks to the country’s
young generation. “Youthful” sports, such as
skateboarding and break dancing, that used to
be viewed as “ﬁddling-around businesses” are
now undergoing a transformation from being
marginalised activities to the mainstream.
(Dao Insights)

Children Cosmetics: The New
Growth Point for Overseas
Brands

The Rise of China’s Alpha
Women

According to iiMedia data, the Chinese
maternal and infant market was 4.09 trillion
yuan in 2020 and is expected to reach 7.63
trillion yuan in 2024. Children cosmetics is one
of the fastest-growing sectors. This sector is
unique in the 500-billion-yuan valued Chinese
cosmetic industry, as it is a niche sector that
used to lack regulations. (Chemlinked)

The female economy is booming in China.
According to the most optimistic scenario
presented by UBS Global Research, China’s
$5.3 trillion household growth over the current
decade will be 80-percent driven by booming
female income. (Jing Daily)

6. CHOZAN & ALARICE MATERIALS OF THE WEEK

What You Need to Know
about the New
Regulations on Idols and
Fandoms in China

A Hainan Strategy:
Unlocking the Potential of
Hainan as a Luxury
Shopping Hub

The fan economy has been on the rise
in China ever since the explosive
growth of the China idol industry back
in 2018. The market size of China’s fan
economy reached over 3.5 trillion RMB
back in 2019 and is expected to
surpass 6 trillion RMB by 2023. This is
a no surprising matter as Gen Z makes
up a large part of the idol following in
China and is also a major consumption
force in the country. (ChoZan)

Chinese consumers are global
heavyweights in the luxury spending
arena, with their share of purchases
doubling last year. According to Bain,
they will become the biggest spenders
on luxury by 2025. However, the
comparatively high costs of luxury
goods in China has been a longstanding problem for domestic buyers.
(ChoZan)

7. HOT IN CHINA
WEIBO
#

# - Why does the back hurt after sitting for a long time?

DOUYIN
Oppo will launch its Air Glass in March next year. Many in China predict that these next
level XR devices will replace all current screens within a decade. (To watch, click here.)
Another stay-at-home CNY is coming. (To watch, click here.)
The Russian ambassador is blowing up on Douyin, with almost 600,000 people having
already subscribed to the account. (To watch, click here.)
Hyperreaclistic robots that can mimic emotions. (To watch, click here.)

8. CHINA’S SOCIAL MEDIA

Is the Monopoly Era of Leading
Livestream Anchors Over?

China’s Top Buzzwords and
Internet Slang of 2021

Whether it's a mature brand or an emerging
brand, working with a top anchor is
inescapable in China market. At every
beginning, top livestream anchors with
inﬂuential impact indeed provide brands with
tremendous exposure all at once. (Azoya
Consulting)

The National Language Resources Monitoring
and Research Center at Beijing Language and
Culture University yesterday published its
annual list of top 10 internet buzzwords of
2021 (2021
). (Sup China)

Short Video Creators Banned

Tencent Must Get Approval

from Copying TV Dramas
Without Permission
China’s audio-visual content regulator on
Wednesday banned short video creators from
unauthorized editing and spreading of content
taken from other platforms’ long-form TV
dramas. (Technode)

from Chinese Regulators
Before Publishing New Apps
and Updates
The move comes after regulators found that
several apps made by China’s most valuable
technology company violated data protection
rules on a number of occasions this year.
(CNBC)

Weibo Fined By Chinese Regulator for Posting Illegal Information
Chinese social media platform, Weibo Corp has been slapped with a 3 million yuan ($470,000)
ﬁne by China's internet regulator for repeatedly publishing illegal information. (Nikkei Asia)

9. CHINA’S ECOMMERCE

Chinese Young People’s New
Love: E-Commerce App Dewu
You probably hear a lot about RED, one of the
biggest UGC (User Generated Content)
platforms in China. Well, there is another one
that is super popular among Chinese
millennials and Gen Z, that is DEWU ( ),
previously known as POISON or Du ( ). (China
Marketing Insights)

Alibaba Sets $100 Billion GMV
Target for Southeast Asian Ecommerce Division to Expand
Overseas
According to a Reuters report on Friday,
Chinese e-commerce giant Alibaba has set a
target for gross merchandise volume (GMV) of
$100 billion for its Southeast Asian
marketplace Lazada. The move is meant to
oﬀset the slowdown in domestic business
growth by accelerating overseas expansion.
(Pandaily)

ByteDance’s Toutiao Launches Small Micro Loan Products
ByteDance’s Toutiao has oﬃcially launched a brand-new product for small and micro loans named
“Fangxinjie, Businessmen Only”. (Pandaily)

10. MARKETING CAMPAIGNS
Can Luxury Learn From McDonald’s Viral Cat House?
McDonald’s is driving pet owners crazy in China. Recently, throngs have been ﬂocking to the fast
food giant to order their new combo meal — a spicy chicken ﬁllet burger, chicken nuggets, fries,
and a coke — which comes packaged in a limited edition (only 100,000 available) “Cat Box.” (Jing
Daily)

11. NEWS DIGEST FOR MARKETERS

1. Ele.me Pilots Smart Helmet Devices Enabling Deliverymen to
Process Orders Through Voice Commands
Chinese food delivery giant Ele.me said in a post on Thursday that the company is piloting the
promotion of smart helmets. The device is directly connected with smartphones so that the
delivery workers, can process orders through voice commands.(Pandaily)

2. China Online Retail Sales Up 15.4% in the First Eleven Months
of 2021
In November, the total retail sales of social consumer goods in China reached 4,104.3 billion
yuan, a year-on-year increase of 3.9 percent; the growth rate was 9.0 percent higher than that in
November 2019, and the average growth rate in the two years was 4.4 percent. (China Internet
Watch)

3. Starbucks Closes Stores Due to Food Safety Issues

In response to recent food safety problems, Starbucks China posted on its oﬃcial Weibo account a
statement on Monday saying that it had immediately closed two stores involved in a food safety
scandal and launched an in-depth investigation into the matter. (Pandaily)

4. Chinese Regulator Suspends Homework Answer Search Apps
China’s Ministry of Education on Monday suspended the ﬁling and review process for homework
search apps that allow students to upload pictures of exam questions and search for related
answers. (Technode)

5. Spring Festival Travel Should Be Based on Risk Assessment,
Says Oﬃcial
Travel policies for this year's Spring Festival, which will fall on early February, should be devised
based on COVID-19 risk appraisals of diﬀerent regions and groups, health oﬃcials and experts
said on Saturday. (China Daily)

6. China Shifts Focus to Economic Stability as Growth Weakens
“Ensuring stability is the top priority for next year’s economic work,” the Communist Party’s top
decision makers said at the end of a three-day annual Central Economic Work Conference.
(Bloomberg)

LIKE IT? FORWARD TO A FRIEND!
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